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Details of Visit:

Author: Mad Jock
Location 2: Moseley
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 15 Jan 2009 1300
Duration of Visit: 20
Amount Paid: 70
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07833125950

The Premises:

Quality flat in private secure estate in Moseley. Keycoded gate and door.

The Lady:

Chinese lady in 20s with curvy size 10 figure (or less), enhanced breasts, very attractive and
friendly too.

The Story:

Decided to visit this lady after seeing her ad on adultfriendfinder ? where she advertises as Hot
Marta. Normally I stick to girls recommended on PN but it's been slow this year, come on guys,
where's the reports?

Spoke to the lady on the phone and arranged to meet. English OK but not good. After exchanging
several texts got through the security gate and then door. The photos on AFF are realistic but I
don?t think she is half English, full Chinese is my guess. She is still very very attractive!

Having reached the bed, started with an OK massage and then on to OWO. I should say the whole
time she was rubbing herself up against my leg and looking at herself in a strategically placed
mirror. (I?m not going to kid myself she was looking at ME!) This is a seriously sexy lady and if I
wasn?t recovering from a cold I would have been up there for some reverse O without a doubt!

Then on to an energetic cowgirl, followed by doggie to finish in a satisfying climax, all with strong
(but not over dramatic) sounds of encouragement.

Afterwards we had a little chat but her English isn?t really good enough for that ? yet.

A quick kiss and thank you at the door and off we go ? didn?t feel hurried but out in twenty minutes
flat (regular readers will know I don?t count this as that important but it?s worth mentioning as part
of the service).

So ? the verdict. I like oriental ladies and Marta is absolutely top class attractive, but I would prefer
a GFE (as given by the many House of Divine all stars in MK ? Carla, Petra, Sally and Felicity to
name but four) to a solid professional punt like this one. It?s also difficult to strike up a conversation
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with someone whose English is nearly as bad as my Jockanese. Anyway, I?m not that good with
strangers myself, so we may get on better on subsequent visits ? and she?s certainly attractive
enough for that! Hopefully I'll be up for a more active role then too. See you soon Marta!
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